ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

CRIED TRANSITION (CRIED.WHINY4):
OUTLN TRANSITION (OUTLN.WHINY4): (ATC assigned only.)
PNUTS TRANSITION (PNUTS.WHINY4):
POPSY TRANSITION (POPSY.WHINY4): (ATC assigned only.)
POWND TRANSITION (POWND.WHINY4): (ATC assigned only.)
STUFT TRANSITION (STUFT.WHINY4):
YUYUN TRANSITION (YUYUN.WHINY4):

From BEREE on track 309° to cross WHINY at or above 12000 and at 260K, then on track 316° to cross HOWDY between 11000 and 12000 and at 250K, then on track 295° to cross BERMS at 8000 and at 240K, then on track 270° to cross HLLZZ at 6000 and at 230K, then on track 270°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.